Following several recent approaches, working memory is argued to consist of a subset of representations that are within the scope of active processing and a larger set of recently activated, but non-attended representations. A response-signal speed-accuracy tradeoff (SAT) and complementary reaction time variant of a probe recognition task were used to measure the retrieval of categorized material from working memory. In SAT, two distinct retrieval speeds were found: A fast rate for items from the last studied category and a slower rate common to all items from other categories in the list. This difference in retrieval speed was evident in the shapes of the reaction time distributions. The faster retrieval speed for items from the last category is argued to reflect a matching process in which the recognition probe is rapidly compared to the current contents of awareness. ᭧ 1998 Academic Press
did not affect performance. Wickens et al. onset of a recognition probe. Subjects are required to respond within 300 ms of the re- (1981, 1985) suggest that the lack of a proactive interference effect for small sets sizes sponse cue (typically a tone), whether or not processing is complete. Accuracy is thereby tested immediately suggest that no retrieval processes are needed for items maintained in measured as a function of retrieval time. By sampling an appropriate range of times (e.g., active awareness.
More direct evidence for the distinction be-100-3000 ms), the full time-course of retrieval can be measured, including when accutween attended and non-attended states can be found in analyses of the speed with which racy departs from chance, the rate at which accuracy grows over retrieval time, and the various recently processed events can be accessed. Structures that are the current focus ultimate or asymptotic level of performance.
The asymptote of the retrieval function proof processing should be more accessible than structures no longer active in awareness. In vides a measure of retrieval accuracy, the overall probability of recognition. The point principle, this distinction should be testable with response time (RT) measures: Active at which accuracy departs from chance (intercept) and the rate at which accuracy grows structures should be associated with faster recognition latencies than structures that are no provide joint measures of the speed or dynamics of retrieval. It is the latter (rate and/or longer active in awareness (Cowan, 1995) . Indeed, Wickens et al. (1981 Wickens et al. ( , 1985 reported intercept) that one would expect to vary between items that are or are not within the curthat when a distractor task is interpolated between study and the recognition probe recog-rent focus of processing. Wickelgren, Corbett, and Dosher (1980) nition latencies are longer for small set sizes (2 and 4 items) than when the recognition probe used an SAT variant of a probe recognition task (e.g., Sternberg, 1966 Sternberg, , 1975 to examine immediately follows study. Unfortunately, RT measures do not uniquely assess memory ac-retrieval speed and accuracy for various serial positions within lists of 16 sequentially precessibility since RT can vary with item availability (strength, familiarity, fragility, etc.) sented consonants. Asymptotic accuracy systematically decreased with less recent serial (e.g., Dosher, 1979 Dosher, , 1982 McElree & Dosher, 1989; 1993; Wickelgren, 1977) . It is possible positions, consistent with standard forgetting models (see McElree & Dosher, 1989) . Cruthat differences observed by Wickens et al. (1981 Wickens et al. ( , 1985 simply reflect underlying differ-cially, however, retrieval speed (SAT intercept and rate) was constant across all serial ences in memory availability.
The response-signal speed-accuracy trade-positions save the last, most recently studied position. The retrieval dynamics for the last off (SAT) procedure provides a means of separately accessing retrieval speed (accessibil-study item was found to be 50% faster than the retrieval dynamics for every other serial ity) and memory strength (availability). Several investigations of retrieval speed with SAT position. Wickelgren et al. (1980) argued that, since no activity intervened between study and procedures have found systematic differences in accessibility that can be plausibly related test, the most recent serial position remained active in awareness. Since the last item was to whether an item is within the current focus of awareness (Dosher, 1982; ; active in awareness, the test probe could be directly compared to the current contents of McElree & Dosher, 1989 , 1993 Wickelgren, Corbett, & Dosher, 1980) . awareness, circumventing the retrieval processes that were needed to restore items in a Retrieval Speed passive state to active processing. The pattern of results reported by WickelThe response-signal SAT procedure measures retrieval speed and accuracy by cueing gren et al. (1980) were replicated and extended by McElree & Dosher (1989) . McElree subjects to respond at various times after the & Dosher systematically examined the re-ments showed that synonym and rhyme judgments were associated with slower SAT dytrieval dynamics for all serial positions within list lengths of 3 to 6 words. Asymptotic accu-namics than item judgments for all serial positions except the last, most recently studied racy decreased as the recognition probe was drawn from less recent serial positions, sup-position. In that case, equal dynamics were observed across the three judgments. This plemented by a small primacy effect for the first item on the list. As with the Wickelgren finding suggests that subjects were able to directly compare the recognition probe to phoet al. study, only two retrieval speeds were found: One for the last item on the list, and nological and semantic properties active in awareness. another for every other serial position (independent of list length). The retrieval dynamics Span of Active Processing for the most recently studied item were 44-55% faster than other serial positions. The fast The studies outlined above indicate that the last item studied in a sequentially presented dynamics for the most recent item support the Wickelgren et al. suggestion that the last item list remains active in awareness and, as a result, is readily accessible to cognitive operastudied remains active in awareness. Crucially, McElree & Dosher (1989, Experiment tions . This finding supports the idea that the architecture of WM enables a small subset of 3) found that varying letter (upper versus lower) case between study and test did not items to be the focus of active processing and awareness. However, does this imply that the attenuate the retrieval advantage for the last studied item. The lack of an effect of case focus of attention is restricted to one item or object? suggests that the retrieval advantage was not mediated by a low level physical match (e.g., Dosher (1981) reported a retrieval dynamics advantage for the last pair of items in a Posner, Boies, Eichelman, & Taylor, 1969) , but rather by a more abstract representation word-word paired associate recognition task.
Minimally, this result indicates that at least of the studied item.
More compelling evidence that the retrieval two items can be active in awareness when the task demands require concurrent processing of advantage for the last studied item is not due to a low level physical match comes from a two items. While clearly there may be an upper bound on the span of active awareness, recent SAT comparison of recognition based on phonological and semantic properties. the Dosher study suggests that what is active in awareness is the last unit of processing or presented subjects with 5-word lists, immediately followed by a recogni-chunk (Miller, 1956) , which is determined by task requirements. tion probe. Subjects were to judge whether the probe i) was in the memory set (item judgThe studies reported here examine whether what remains active in awareness is continment), ii) rhymed with an item in the memory set (rhyme judgment), or iii) was a synonym gent on the inherent structure of the studied material and how that structure interacts with of an item in the memory set (synonym judgment). For each type of judgment, the SAT memory encoding operations. An SAT (Experiment 1) and a complementary response retrieval functions showed a pattern that was similar to the data reported in McElree & time (Experiment 2) variant of a probe recognition task were used to examine retrieval of Dosher (1989) . Asymptotic accuracy decreased with decreasing recency of study, cou-item information from lists with a categorical structure. Subjects were presented nine-item pled with a small primacy effect. Uniform dynamics were observed for all serial positions lists for study, consisting of three instances of each of three categories. The words in a list except for the most recently studied position, which showed, as with prior studies, a large were sequentially presented, blocked by category membership. Following the presentation retrieval advantage. Comparisons across judg-of the list, subjects were presented a recogni-strength of an item's representation in memory is affected by how recently it has been tion probe and judged whether it was a member of the study set. The primary question studied. These differences in item strength as a function of serial position average to proaddressed was whether the retrieval advantage observed in prior studies using a similar para-duce set size differences in asymptotic accuracy. What Sternberg and others took to be digm (McElree & Dosher, 1989; Wickelgren et al., 1980) would extend to the last category differences in retrieval speed based on RT measures were shown to reflect differences in studied rather than the last item studied. If the retrieval advantage truly reflects the current memory strength only.
A direct-access or parallel retrieval mechacontents of active processing, then all three items from the last category should remain nism is consistent with several memory models that treat item recognition as an assessment active in awareness to the degree to which subjects use the categorical structure to en-of global familiarity, strength, or goodness-ofmatch (Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984; Hintzman, code items within WM. 1984 Murdock, 1982 Murdock, , 1983 . HowRetrieving Categorized Structures ever, several recent studies have documented boundary conditions on the applicability of A second, perhaps more basic question addressed in the current study is the nature of parallel or direct-access retrieval mechanisms. Hintzman & Curran (1994) report data that the mechanism that mediates retrieval from categorized structures. The McElree & Dosher indicate that a recall operation may supplement assessments of familiarity when discrim-(1989) analysis of the probe recognition task suggests that item recognition is mediated by ination is difficult (e.g., when plurals of a singular study item are used as lures). McElree, a parallel or direct-access mechanism, such as a simple strength accumulator (Reed, 1973 ) Jacoby, & Dolan (1996 found that a recollective (recall-based) operation is used to ator a parallel retrieval mechanism with a selfterminating decision rule (Ratcliff, 1978) . The tenuate familiarity assessments when the recognition judgment necessitates source disdata reported in McElree & Dosher (1989) are incompatible with several models of short-criminations (e.g., determining whether an item was heard rather than read). Gronlund term memory retrieval proposed on the basis of RT data, including serial exhaustive (Stern-and Ratcliff (1989) , Gronlund, Edwards, & Ohrt (1993), and Clark (1992) have argued that asberg, 1975) or serial self-terminating (Theios, 1973) retrieval mechanisms, as well as rate-sociative recognition is mediated by a recall operation performed on the component items varying parallel mechanisms (Murdock, 1971 , Townsend & Ashby, 1982 . The crucial evi-of an associative probe. Finally, McElree & Dosher (1993) demonstrated that judgments dence that motivates the claim that retrieval is mediated by a parallel or direct-access re-of recency (Hacker, 1980 , Muter, 1979 are based on a relatively slow serial self-terminattrieval mechanism is the finding that, except for the most recently studied item, retrieval ing search process, rather than on a direct accessment of familiarity or strength. dynamics (speed) does not vary for different serial positions or different list lengths. Serial
Collectively, these studies suggest that the recovery of some types of information necesexhaustive ''scanning'' mechanisms predict that retrieval speed should vary with set size. sitate retrieval operations beyond a direct assessment of familiarity. Recovery of compoSerial self-terminating models and rate-varying parallel mechanisms predict that retrieval nent elements within a categorized structure may represent one of these cases. For examspeed should vary with serial position or recency. McElree & Dosher (1989) found that ple, in the context of TODAM, a distributed memory model, Murdock (1993) argues that serial position affected asymptotic accuracy only, consistent with the notion that the chunking at study forms a composite represen-tation that is opaque in that the representation test probes from one of the nine serial positions. must be unpacked to recover component elements. Dosher & Rosedale (1989) examined Five types of negative test probes were used to explore further properties of the retrieval priming effects with composite representations (word triples) and found evidence that mechanism that underlies the recognition of elements in a categorized structure. McElree indicated that component elements (a word) can prime the composite representation but and Dosher (1989) , extending RT results reported by Atkinson, Hermann, and Westcourt not individual elements within the composite (i.e., individual words). (1974) and Monsell (1978) , found that recently studied negative test probes (items If component elements of a composite representation are directly accessible, one drawn from the previous study list) induced elevated false alarm rates early in retrieval would expect a pattern of retrieval dynamics similar to what was reported by Wickelgren (100-900 ms) as compared to negative probes that were less recently studied (items drawn et al. (1980) , Dosher (1989), and ; specifically, uniform dy-from lists three or more trials back). The higher false alarm rate early in retrieval was namics for all serial positions save those positions that are the focus of active pro-attenuated as more list-specific information accrued over the course of retrieval (times cessing. If elements are not directly accessible, then several patterns are possible. For greater than 900 ms). These results indicate that the retrieval mechanism underlying item example, composite representations could be serially scanned to identify a category recognition is responsive to item strength (familiarity). Moreover, it indicates that in a that is compatible with the semantic properties of the test probe. Under these circum-short-term memory task retrieval processes are not restricted to the experimenter-defined stances, retrieval dynamics will vary with the order in which the composite representa-memory set -a finding that is patently inconsistent with scanning mechanisms that are tions are scanned. Additionally or alternatively, a composite representation may need restricted to the current memory set (e.g., Sternberg, 1975; Theios, 1973) . Here, a simito be unpacked and component elements serially scanned. In this case, retrieval dynam-lar manipulation of recency was employed.
One type of lure-a recent negative (RN)-ics should vary for the elements within a composite category. Systematic examina-was constructed by selecting words that had occurred on the previous study list. These tion of serial position profiles within a list allows one to test a number of these possibil-lures were not a member of any of the three categories used on the current study list. Perities.
formance on RNs was compared to performance on distance negatives (DN), which EXPERIMENT I: SAT MEASURES were words from a category that was not used In the first experiment, the response-signal on the current study list nor the study list of SAT procedure was used to examine retrieval the previous trial. speed and accuracy for each serial position
The RN-DN contrast examines the impact within nine-word categorized lists. Figure 1 of episodically-based item strength or familillustrates a sample trial. Following sequential iarity on recognition judgments. However, if presentation of the list and a short pattern the categorical structure of the lists is used to mask, a test probe was presented for a ''yes/ encode items, the retrieval mechanism may no'' recognition judgment. At one of seven also be responsive to specific semantic properlags (100-3000 ms after the onset of the test), ties that are used to encode the list. To exama tone sounded and subjects were required to ine whether semantic similarity impacts on the retrieval mechanism, unstudied members of respond. Positive (''yes'') trials consisted of the first, second, and third categories on the in 10 one-hour sessions, plus an additional 1-hour practice session that served as training list (denoted as 1N, 2N, 3N , respectively) were used as lures. These lures were compared for the SAT procedure. All subjects had normal or corrected vision. to DNs to assess whether the semantic similarity of a lure to a studied items/category inMaterials. Twelve one-syllable nouns from nine categories in the Battig and Montague duces a high false alarm rate comparable to the false alarm rate induced by episodic famil-(1969) category norms were used as stimuli.
The Appendix lists the materials used in the iarity.
experiments.
Method
Design and procedure. Stimulus presentation and response collection were controlled Subjects. Six subjects from the University of California, Irvine and New York University by a personal computer. Each trial consisted of the presentation of a 9-word study list. A served as subjects. Each subject participated study list was constructed by randomly sam-sions consisted of 720 trials, divided into 4 blocks of 180 trials. For each subject, this pling (without replacement) 3 words from 3 pseudo-randomly selected categories. The se-yielded 40 trials at each of the seven lags for each of the 9 positive conditions, as well as lection of categories excluded those that were used on the prior trial. An equal number of for the 1N, 2N, and 3N negative trials. Both the DN and RN lure conditions had 120 trials positive and negative probes was used. Positive probes were drawn from each of the 9 for each of the seven interruption lags. This number of trials provided sufficient data to serial positions equally often. One-third of the negative trials used distant negatives (DN), analyze individual subject data. lures drawn from categories not presented in
Results and Discussion the study phase nor in the study phase of the previous trial. Another third of the negative For each subject, the hit rate for each serial position at each response lag was scaled trials used recent negatives (RN), lures drawn from one of the 3 words used on the last cate-against the respective false alarm rate for the distant negatives (DN) to derive an (equal gory of the prior trial. The remaining third of the negative trials used words drawn from one variance-Gaussian) d measure. Perfect performance at any lag was adjusted by a miniof the 9 members of the categories on the study list that were not used as study items. mum-error correction that replaced a zero error rate with an error rate of 0.05 as a means Each of the three categories was sampled equally often (denoted 1N, 2N, 3N).
of ensuring that, given the sample size, the d values were measurable (Macmillan & CreelThe sequence and timing of events within a trial is schematically represented in Figure man, 1991 ). An alternative d scaling is discussed below (Discriminative Analysis). 1 and were as follows: (1) A centered, square fixation point was presented for 500 ms. (2) Asymptotic accuracy. Performance at the two longest interruption lags (1.5 and 3 s) Study words were sequentially presented for 400 ms in the center of an otherwise blank provides an empirical measure of asymptotic recognition accuracy. Figure 2 shows the averscreen. (3) The final word in the study list was masked by a collection of nonletter symbols age (over subjects) asymptotic d (solid line and filled squares) for each of the nine serial presented for 500 ms. (4) The test word was presented in the same region as the study list positions, along with the data from each of the six subjects (dashed line and open symand mask. (5) The test word remained on the screen for either 43, 200, 300, 500, 800, 1500, bols) . An analysis of variance on the individual subjects' asymptotic ds indicated that peror 3000 ms, at which point the screen cleared and a 50-ms (2000 Hz) tone sounded to cue formance significantly declined (a Å .05) as the test probe was drawn from less recently the subjects to respond. Subjects responded by pressing one of two keys on a numeric studied serial positions [F(8,40 ) Å 42.69, MSe Å 0.0801]. In addition to this general trend keypad to denote either that the test item had appeared in the study list (''3'' key) or that it toward poorer performance with decreasing recency, there is a tendency for bowed serial was not in the study list (''1'' key). (6) Following a response, visual feedback on the sub-position functions within each category. To test the significance of this latter tendency, the ject's latency to respond to the interruption tone was presented. Subjects were instructed data were fit with a regression model. A simple linear fit using serial position as the single to respond within 270 ms of the tone. They were informed that responses longer than 270 predictor of d performance accounted for 91.3% of the variance. (Plausible transformams were too long and that responses faster than 120 ms were anticipations. Subjects initi-tions of the serial position predictor, e.g., a logarithmic transformation, reduced the qualated the next trial by pressing a key.
Each of the 10 approximately one-hour ses-ity of fit.) Adding an additional predictor that is a serial-position dependent acquisition pagory to mark the transition from one category to another (i.e., serial positions 1, 4, and 7 rameter, and f is a decay parameter that is a function of the number of items intervening were coded as 1, while all other positions were coded as 0) substantially improved the fits, between study and test. 1 The model assumes that two factors control item strength: A serial accounting for 96.3% of the variance. The partial correlation of the additional predictor was position-dependent acquisition parameter and a per-item decay constant. McElree and significant, t(6) Å 2.77, p Å .0321, indicating that the asymptotic profiles are partly a func- Dosher (1989) found a decay rate (f) of 0.82 in fits of the serial position profiles from list tion of the categorical structure of the list.
McElree and Dosher (1989) found that a lengths of 3-6 words. The acquisition parameter was highest for the first item on the list, simple strength model originally proposed by Wickelgren and Norman (1966) for untimed and decreased with each successive position.
The counteracting influences of decay and the forgetting functions provided an accurate fit of asymptotic performance as a function of acquisition parameters produced bowed serial position functions, showing steady decrease recency. The acquisition-primacy model assumes that item strength for a particular serial position (k) is:
1 Wickelgren (1970) demonstrated that forgetting also depends on rate of presentation in addition to the number of intervening items.
in asymptotic accuracy coupled with a small functions were fit with an exponential approach to a limit: primacy effect.
The design of this experiment, having only one list length, is too unconstrained to provide d(t) Å l(1 0 e 0b(t0d) ), for t ú d, else 0. (2) a strong test of the applicability of the acquisition-primacy model. However, it is noteworEquation 2 describes the growth of accuracy thy that when the average data are fit with this over retrieval time using three parameters: i) l model, the estimated decay rate (f) is .84, an asymptotic parameter reflecting the overall which is quite similar to the .82 rate found probability of recognition; ii) d an intercept in McElree and Dosher (1989) . The primary parameter reflecting the discrete point in time difference here is that the acquisition paramewhen accuracy departs from chance (d Å 0); ters (a(k)s) do not systematically decline with and iii) b a rate of rise parameter that deadditional serial positions: a(1) Å 4.5, a(2) Å scribes the rate at which accuracy grows from 3.3, a(3) Å 3.5, a(4) Å 3.7, a(5) Å 2.8, a (6) chance to asymptote. Differences in retrieval Å 2.4, a(7) Å 2.9, a(8) Å 2.4, a(9) Å 1.3 in speed or dynamics are reflected in either the d units. While there is an overall decline, intercept (d) and/or rates of rise to asymptote there are reversals when a new category is (b) parameters.The intercept and rate of an introduced (i.e., serial position 4 and serial SAT function reflect either the rate of continuposition 7). These reversals, of course, serve ous information accrual or the distribution of to capture the within-category bowing of the finishing times of a discrete or quantal process serial position functions in Figure 2 and corre- (Dosher, 1976 (Dosher, , 1979 (Dosher, , 1981 (Dosher, , 1982 (Dosher, , 1984 ; spond to the additional predictor in the regresMeyer, Irwin, Osman, & Kounois, 1988; Ratsion analysis above. The model's treatment of cliff, 1988). Numerous studies have found that these effects indicates that shifting to a new Equation 2 provides a precise quantitative category increases the acquisition strength of summary of the shape of a full time-course new category members. In turn, this could SAT function (Dosher, 1976 (Dosher, , 1979 (Dosher, , 1981 , suggest that a new category draws more atten-1982 , 1984 McElree, 1993 ; McElree & tional resources or that a shift of category in- Dosher, 1989 Dosher, , 1993  McElree & Griffith, duces a within list release from proactive in-1995; Reed, 1973 Reed, , 1976 Wickelgren, 1977;  terference.
see also Ratcliff, 1978 for an alternative threeRetrieval dynamics. Figure 3 shows the parameter equation derived from the randomaverage (over subjects) empirical d values walk (diffusion) model and McElree & (symbols) as a function of retrieval time (the Dosher, 1989 for a comparison of the two lag of the interruption tone plus the latency equations). to respond to the tone). Inspection of Figure  All analyses were performed on individual 3 suggests that performance on the last three subject data. Consistent patterns across subserial positions, the last category on the list, jects are summarized with analyses and graphs are markedly different from the remaining of the average (over subjects) data. Differserial positions. The question that is ad-ences among the serial position SAT functions dressed here is whether this difference rests were quantified by fitting the exponential in solely in asymptotic accuracy or whether the Equation 2 with an iterative hill climbing alitems from the last category are associated gorithm (Reed, 1976) , similar to STEPIT with faster recognition dynamics, either (Chandler, 1969) . This fitting procedure mini-SAT rate, SAT intercept, or some combina-mized the squared deviations of predicted valtion of the two.
ues from observed data. A hierarchical model To estimate retrieval dynamics (speed) for testing scheme was used to determine the best fitting exponential model. The nine retrieval each serial position, the full time-course SAT Table 1. functions were fit with sets of nested models Given the impact of serial position on asthat systematically varied the three parameters ymptotic accuracy, it is not surprising that all of Equation 2. These models ranged from a models that did not allocate separate asympnull model in which all functions were fit with totic parameters (ls) to each serial position a single asymptote (l), rate (b), and intercept left systematic residuals and produced ex-(d) to a fully saturated (27-parameter) model tremely poor fits to the empirical SAT data. in which each function was fit with a unique All viable models needed minimally to alloasymptote, rate, and intercept. The quality of cate a separate l to each serial position. In the the fit was assessed by using three criteria, as average data, allocating separate ls to each follows: i) The value of an R 2 statistic, serial position increased the adjusted-R 2 value from .576 to .953. Comparable differences were seen in the fits of all subjects. The crucial
issue concerned the allocation of the dynamics parameters, rate (b) and intercept (d).
For the average data, a 9l-2b-2d exponenwhere d i represents the observed data values, tial model gave the best representative fit of dO i indicates the predicted values, dU is the mean, the empirical data. This model allocated a sepn is the number of data points, and k is the arate asymptote (l) to each serial position, one number of free parameters (Reed, 1973) . This rate (b) and intercept (d) to positions 7, 8, and R 2 statistic is the proportion of variance ac-9-the most recently studied category on the counted for by the fit, adjusted by the number list-and another rate and intercept to the reof free (k) parameters (Judd & McClelland, . This model yielded 1989). ii) Evaluation of the consistency of the an adjusted-R 2 value of .973, which is substanparameter estimates across the subjects. iii) tially better than a 9l-1b-1d model (.953) that Evaluation of whether the fit yielded systemassumed uniformed dynamics across the list. atic (residual) deviations that could be accomThis improvement in R 2 resulted from the admodated by allocating more (i.e., separate) parameters to various conditions. ditional dynamics parameters capturing high performance at early interruption times for se-separate intercept to items from the last category, viz. 9l-1b-2d model (adjusted-R 2 s of rial positions 7-9, performance that was systematically underestimated by the 9l-1b-1d .928, .919, .907, respectively). Two subjects (BD, MY) were better fit by a model that allofit. Additionally, the 9l-2b-2d model yielded higher adjusted-R 2 values than any other allo-cated a separate rate to items from the last category, viz. 9l-2b-1d model (adjusted-R 2 s cation of dynamics parameters, including higher parameter variants of the exponential of .907 and .949, respectively). Whether dynamics differences are expressed in intercept extending up to a fully saturated 9l-9b-9d model. Perhaps most importantly, 9l-2b-1d or rate can have important theoretical implications in some circumstances. McElree & model that allocated a separate rate parameter to the last serial position (rather than cate- Dosher (1993) , for example, argued that intercept differences motivate a serial model for gory)-the model that produced the best fit to the data in McElree & Dosher (1989) and the retrieval of order information. However, in the present application little hinges on McElree (1996)-or a related 9l-1b-2d that varied intercept rather than rate both yielded whether the ''true'' difference lies in rate or intercept, in that in both cases the data indilower adjusted-R 2 values (.961 and .961, respectively) than the 9l-2b-2d model. Cru-cates that items from the last category are associated with faster responses than other serial cially, these models also underestimated performance at early interruption times for serial positions.
2 This rate/intercept ambiguity has been found in other studies of uncategorized positions 7 and 8.
In the 9l-2b-2d model, the average inter-materials. For example, Wickelgren et al. (1980) found that the advantage for the last cept for items from the last category was estimated at 295 ms as compared to 312 ms item could be equally captured in rate or intercept. McElree & Dosher (1989) found marginfor items from the two prior categories (serial positions 1 -6). The average rate param-ally better fits when rate was varied, while found marginally better fits eter for items from the last category was estimated at 6.47 as compared to 4.45 for when intercept was varied.
Irrespective of whether the advantage in items from the two prior categories. When the two dynamics estimates are combined dynamics were best captured in rate or intercept, allocating a separate dynamics paraminto a composite measure of retrieval speed (d / 1/b), the retrieval dynamics for items eter for items from the last category substantially improved the overall quality of fit in from the last category was estimated at 449 ms as compared to 537 ms for items from all five subjects relative to other possible allocations of the dynamics parameters. The the two less recent categories. The smooth functions in Figure 3 show the best fitting estimated advantage for the last category across the five subjects ranged from 41 -172 9l-2b-2d exponential model, using the (average) parameters listed in Table 1 . ms using d / 1/b as a measure of composite retrieval speed. Crucially, in contrast to The 9l-2b-2d fit of the average data reflects the fact that, with one exception discussed be-studies with uncategorized material (Wickelgren et al., 1980; McElree & Dosher, low , fits of all individual subjects' data showed clear evidence that items from the last category were associated with relatively fast 1989; , the R 2 values for the category did not yield any consistent pattern across subjects and, as with the average data, respective models for each of the five subjects were higher than alternative models in reduced the R 2 value in all cases. Hence, there was no evidence to indicate that there which a separate dynamics parameter (either intercept or rate) was allocated to the last were any dynamics differences among positions 1-6 or among positions 7 -9. intercept was allocated to items from the last dynamics parameter for items from the last category, produced slightly higher adjusted-provement in adjusted-R 2 is in fact a meaningful one, the three functions from the last cate-R 2 values than a simple 9l-1b-1d model (.886 versus .885). However, an equivalent R 2 was gory where fit separately, reducing the data points from 63 to 21. When the rate and interproduced by an alternative 9l-2b-1d model in which a separate rate was allocated to the last cept were set to the same values as the other 6 serial positions (estimated from the 9l-1b-item rather than category. Given the near equal quality of the different fits, it is not pos-1d model of all 63 data points), the adjusted-R 2 value was .949. When the estimates were sible to clearly discriminate among possible models for this subject.
taken from a 9l-1b-2d or a 9l-2b-1d model in which a separate dynamics parameter was Given that one of the six subjects did not show clear evidence of a dynamics advantage allocated to the last item rather than category, the adjusted-R 2 value was similarly .949. In for items from the last category, a direct difference t-test was used to test the significance contrast, the adjusted-R 2 value increased to .968 when the estimates from the 9l-2b-2d of the estimated difference between the dynamics for serial positions 7-9 and 1-6. The model were used. The markedly higher adjusted-R 2 value illustrates that the model is combined dynamics estimate (d / 1/b) was used to place rate and intercepts in an equal indeed capturing substantial, systematic differences associated with the last three serial metric. [Since neither a 9l-1b-2d model or a 9l-2b-1d model could be motivated from the positions.
Selectively fitting the last three positions analysis of subject DS's data, estimates from the 9l-1b-1d model were used in the t-test. also provides a more sensitive test of whether there are residual differences among positions Hence, for this subject the same value was used for position 1-6 and 7-9.] The t-test 7-9 that were not detected in the composite fits. A series of competitive fits ranging from yielded a significant difference, t(5) Å 13.06, p õ .05, indicating that items from the last a 1l-1b-1d model to a fully saturated 3l-3b-3d model were performed in which each of category were indeed associated with faster recognition judgments than all other positions. the parameters was free to vary. In five of the six subjects, a 3l-1b-1d model gave the Finally, it should be noted that while the adjusted-R 2 value for the 9l-2b-2d model dif-highest adjusted-R 2 value, indicating that there was no evidence for any systematic differfers from a model without dynamics differences (viz., 9l-1b-1d model) by a substantial ences among positions 7-9 other than the asymptotic differences evident in Figure 2 . amount (.953 versus .973), the differences in adjusted-R 2 among models with alternative al-One subject (MY) was better fit by a 3l-3b-1d model (.944 versus .935). MY's estimated locations of the dynamics parameters are substantially smaller. In the average data, for ex-rates for serial position 7-9 were 5.8, 4.3, 6.1, respectively. However, if we ignore differample, the difference between the 9l-2b-2d model shown in Figure 3 and models that ences in R 2 and examine the parameter estimates for comparable models across the other allocate one rate or intercept to the last item rather than category is .973 versus .961 and subjects, this ordering is only seen in one other subject and no other consistent trend emerged. .961, respectively. Note, however, that these models are simultaneously fitting 63 data Therefore, there is no compelling evidence to motivate a claim that the dynamics vary points (9 serial positions crossed with 7 interruption lags). A systematic misfit of the inter-within the last category.
Episodic and semantic intrusions. To except (or rate) for two of the three items from the last category will underestimate 2-4 of amine whether the retrieval process is responsive to episodically-based item strength these 63 data points at best, and this will not have a dramatic effect on R 2 , particularly an and semantic similarity, the z-scores for false alarm rate for a recent negative (RN, adjusted-R 2 . To illustrate why the small im- Table 1. an item from the prior list) and unstudied rate is attenuated (pseudo-d approaches zero). members of the three categories on the lists These nonmonotonic false alarm rates indicate (1N, 2N, and 3N) were scaled against the z-that the retrieval mechanism is sensitive to score for the false alarm rate for a distance item strength and semantic similarity early in negative (DN, a lure that was not a member retrieval. The correction later in retrieval indiof the categories on the list nor words pre-cates that the intrusion of strength or similarity sented on the prior list). The scaling pro-is corrected by the accrual of list-specific induces what Dosher, McElree, Hood, & formation.
Rosedale (1989) and McElree & Dosher
Nonmonotonic SAT functions motivate a (1989) termed a pseudo-d measure, where two-process retrieval model. To quantify the higher d values denote poorer performance differences in intrusion across the various resulting from the intrusion of strength or conditions, a dual-process variant of the exsimilarity into the decision process.
ponential model was applied to the data. The symbols in Figure 4 show the pseudoRatcliff (1980) derived a two-process SAT d scaling for the average (over subjects) data.
model from the diffusion model (see Dosher With the possible exception of the 1N-DN et al. 1989 for an application to a priming condition, all functions tended to be nonmonparadigm), and in McElree & Dosher (1989) otonic in that they show an early rise to a high this approach was adapted to the exponential false alarm rate (200-800 ms), followed by a form: period later in retrieval when the false alarm
Equation (4) states that during an initial cently the category was studied. The l 1 parameter was highest for members of the last catetime slice (d 1 õ t õ d 2 ) response accuracy is controlled by the accrual of one type of gory (3N), estimated 0.95 (ranging from 2.8 to 0.64), next highest for members of the next information, in this application the accrual of either episodic or semantic familiarity. Re-to last category (2N), estimated 0.53 (ranging from 0.05 to 2.01), and moderate to nonexissponse accuracy during this period is modelled as a simple exponential approach to an tent for the first category studied (1N), estimated at 0.11 (ranging from 00.95 to 0.69). asymptote (l 1 ). At time d 2 , however, additional list-specific information begins to ac-All subjects showed this ordering, save RC who showed a slightly higher l 1 for 2N as crue. The net effect is to shift response accuracy from the asymptote l 1 operative during compared to the 3N lures (0.83 versus 0.82).
These differences in intrusions rate were sigthe first period (d 1 õ t õ d 2 ) to a new asymptote l 2 . The second part of Equation 4 esti-nificant in an ANOVA performed on the three l 1 estimates, F(2,10) Å 7.8, MS e Å 0.345. The mates this new asymptote and when the shift in processing begins (d 2 ). 3 common l 2 was estimated to be 0.17 (ranging from 00.13 to 0.35), substantially lower than To quantify the intrusions (false alarms) stemming from recent presentation (RN) and l 1 for all conditions save lures that were members of the first category studied. The higher semantic similarity (1N, 2N, and 3N ), Equation 4 was used to estimate l 1 , l 2 , and d 2 in the l 1 values produce the nonmonotonic form of the functions shown in Figure 4 . The parameaverage and individual pseudo-d data. The dynamics parameters from the respective fits ter d 2 , the point at which the asymptote shifts from l 1 to l 2 , was estimated at 556 ms (rangof the serial position functions were used for d 1 and b. For each type of lure, a unique l 1 ing from 338 to 1004 ms). In all but one subject (DS), d 2 was estimated to be later than d 1 was estimated to assess the magnitude of the intrusion, while a common l 2 and d 2 were used [t(5) Å 2.73, p õ .05].
The intrusion analysis indicates that during for all four conditions. To the degree that recent presentation or the semantic similarity of an initial phase of recognition (200-800 ms), recognition processes are responsive to both a lure induces a high false alarm rate relative to the baseline DN condition, l 1 and l 2 esti-episodic strength and semantic similarity. The intrusion of episodic strength has been documates will be above zero. If episodic strength and semantic similarity intrude more early in mented in several SAT studies, including McElree & Dosher (1989) and McElree, Jaretrieval than late, then l 1 will be estimated to be higher than l 2 . coby, & Dolan (1996) . Intrusions based on semantic similarity (category membership) is The smooth functions in Figure 4 show fits of Equation 4 to the average data using the a new finding. Intrusions based upon category membership provide independent evidence parameters listed in Table 1 . Recent study of a lure produced early intrusions estimated at that subjects used the category structure to encode the elements on the list. The relatively l 1 Å 0.53 d units (ranging from 0.27 to 1.42 across subjects). Semantic similarity also in-high intrusion rate (l 1 ) for 3N and 2N lures demonstrates that recognition processes are at duced a high false alarm rate early in retrieval, with a magnitude that depended on how re-least as susceptible to semantic similarity as they are to episodic strength. Discriminative analysis. The intrusion anal-3 Equation (4) makes two simplifying assumptions, ysis indicates that the false alarm rate for a namely equal rates (b) for the two sets of processes and lure drawn from a category on the list varies that processing shifts at a discrete point (d 2 ). Both assump-directly with how recently the category was tions could be relaxed, but in practice there are simply studied. Scaling the full retrieval functions not enough internal constraints in empirical data to motivate these higher parameter variants of (4). against lures that are not members of any cate-gory on the list (DN) ignores these differences That is, as with the prior d scaling, models which allocated a separate dynamics paramein false alarm rate. It could be argued that the retrieval advantage for the last category on the ter (in this case a separate d) to items from the last category yielded higher adjusted-R 2 list reflects nothing more than a bias to respond positively to items that are semantically values than did models that assumed no dynamics differences or models with alternative congruent with the last category studied. For example, Dosher et al. (1989) found that prim-dynamics parameter allocations. This pattern was evident in five of the six subjects, with ing episodic recognition judgments with semantically related words produced a biased the exception being again subject DS, who did not show clear evidence of any dynamics effect early in retrieval: The prime increased the hit rate for a semantically related target differences.
The average data were best fit with a 9l-word but by an amount that was completely off-set by a corresponding increase in the false 1b-2d model in which a separate intercept was allotted to items from the last category. The alarm rate for a semantically related lure. Scaling the hit rate for various serial positions smooth functions in Figure 6 show the fits of this model using the parameters listed in Table  against the false alarm rate for lures from the respective category provides a means of de-1. This model produced the highest adjusted-R 2 value, although the difference in R 2 from a termining whether or the degree to which the retrieval advantage is due to a bias. Following model which assumed no dynamics advantage (viz., 9l-1b-1d model) was small (.968 versus Dosher et al. (1989) , this scaling is referred to as a discriminative scaling.
.963; but see above). The estimated intercept for positions 7-9 was 293 ms as compared to Figure 5 shows the average (over subjects) asymptotic discriminative-d scalings for each a 325 ms intercept for positions 1-6. With the common d scaling (DN used as the false of the nine serial positions (solid line and filled squares), along with the corresponding data alarm rate), the dynamics difference in the average data for the last as compared to other from each of the six subjects (dashed line and open symbols). As before, an ANOVA on the categories on the list was 88 ms. The reduction from 88 to 32 ms indicates that a sizable porindividual subjects' asymptotic d indicated that performance significantly declined as the tion of the dynamics advantage for the last category was due to a bias to respond positest probe was drawn from less recently studied serial positions [F(8,40 ) Å 47.69, MSe Å tively to items congruent with the last category studied. 0.0854]. A simple linear fit using serial position as the single predictor of d performance The 9l-1b-2d model for the average data is motivated by the fact that this model proaccounted for 91.6% of the variance. Adding an additional predictor that coded the first se-vided the best fit across all subjects, save subject DS. Like the average data, subjects BD, rial position of a new category improved the fits, accounting for 95.2% of the variance, but JH, MY and RC showed a smaller dynamics advantage with the discriminative scaling [84 the partial correlation of the additional predictor failed to reach significance, t(6) Å 2.06, ms versus 132 ms, 22 ms versus 99 ms, 46 ms versus 106 ms, and 21 ms versus 172 ms, p Å .084. However, the same trend toward within-category bowing of the recency pro-respectively]. Subject BK showed a larger advantage under the discriminative scaling (114 files evident in Figure 2 is seen in Figure 5 . Figure 6 shows the full retrieval functions ms versus 41 ms). A t-test on the estimated intercepts was significant, t(5) Å 2.63, p Å for the average data using the discriminatived scaling. Analyses of the individual retrieval 0.046. [Again, a common intercept estimate from the 9l-1b-1d model was used for subject functions with competitive fits of Equation 2 indicated that the retrieval advantage for the DS. If the 9l-1b-2d estimates were used, t (5) Å 3.61, p Å .015.] last category is not due solely to a bias effect. Table 1. SAT summary. SAT asymptotes decreased as the (positive) test probe was drawn from
e 0y 2 /2 dy (5) less recently studied positions, consistent with standard forgetting models (e.g., McElree & Equation 5 represents the convolution of a Dosher, 1989; Wickelgren & Norman, 1966) .
Gaussian and an exponential distribution. The Additionally, the asymptotes showed slight two parameters of the Gaussian, namely the bowing within categories, suggesting that the mean m and the variance s, describe the leadinternal structure of the list affected the ing edge and mode of the RT distribution. The strength of an item's representation in memparameter t of the exponential describes the ory. With the exception of one subject, the rightward tail or skew of the distribution. SAT dynamics showed clear evidence of a Empirically, the parameters of Equation 5 retrieval advantage (SAT rate or intercept) for have been found to roughly correspond to sysitems from the last category on the list relative tematic changes in the shape of the SAT functo the retrieval speed for other list positions.
tion. McElree & Dosher (1993) found that Beyond this dichotomy, there was no evidence large SAT dynamics differences in a relative to suggest that retrieval dynamics varied with judgment of recency paradigm, in particular the recency of categories or the items within shifts in the SAT intercept (d), produced cona category. The retrieval advantage for items comitant shifts in the leading edge and mode from the last category supports the notion that of the respective RT distributions (reflected in a few items can remain within the focus of changes in m and s in Equation 5 ). Dosher attention.
(1984, and unpublished RT-distribution data) found that visually embedding test items in EXPERIMENT 2: RT MEASURES (masking) characters induced a slowing of the SAT rate parameter that was also mirrored by Cowan (1995) and Wickens et al. (1981, changes in the leading edge and mode of the 1985) have suggested that items that are the RT distribution. In contrast, experimental faccurrent focus of attention should be associated tors that only affect the asymptote of the SAT with faster response times than items outside function have been found to primarily impact the focus of attention. While this is likely true, on the tail of the RT distribution, reflected RT measures also vary with the strength of in changes in the t parameter. For example, an item's representation in memory. Dosher Hockley (1984; Hockley & Corballis, 1982 ) (1984 and McElree & Dosher (1989) found, found that set size in a probe recognition task for example, that mean RT varied with SAT did not affect the leading edge or mode of asymptotic accuracy alone. Consequently, it the distribution but only the t or skew of the is difficult to use differences in mean RT to distribution, with larger set sizes shifting the motivate a distinction between attended and tail of the distributions toward longer times. non-attended representations when items also This finding suggests that set size affects only differ in their underlying strength. a proportion of trials rather than increasing While differences in mean RT can not moti-the duration of a serial component common vate such a distinction, differences among the to all trials. In SAT, set size affects asymptotic higher order shape parameters of the RT dis-accuracy rather than inducing changes in retribution may provide additional evidence that trieval dynamics (McElree and Dosher, 1989) . is compatible with the strong evidence found
The correspondence between parameters of in the analysis of SAT dynamics. Ratcliff & Equation 5 and the shape of the SAT function Murdock (1976; see also Luce 1986a) have is less than perfect, for a number of principled argued that RT distributions are adequately reasons. The shape of an RT distribution may be strongly dependent upon the particular described by an Ex-Gaussian function:
speed-accuracy criterion used in the RT task Method (see Luce, 1986b and McElree & Dosher, Subjects. Four subjects from New York 1993 , and Ratcliff, 1978 for specific illustra-University served as subjects. Each subject tions). Within the context of specific retrieval participated in 4-5 one-hour sessions. All models, factors that control one of the SAT subjects had normal or corrected vision. parameters may induce changes in all three Materials, design, and procedure. The maparameters of the RT distribution. For exam-terial, design and procedure for this experiple, in Ratcliff's (1978) diffusion model-one ment were the same as Experiment 1 with the of the few explicit retrieval models that seeks exception that the test probe was not followed to jointly account for RT distributional and by a response cue (tone) and remained on the SAT data-changes in the resonance parame-screen until subjects responded. Subjects were ter (the degree of match between the test probe instructed to respond to the test probe ''as and an element in memory) affects the asymp-quickly but as accurately as they could''. tote of the SAT function. While this parameter largely impacts on the tail of the RT distribu-Results and Discussion tion, reflected in t, large differences in resonance will also induce small changes in the Mean RT and proportion correct. Figure 7 shows the average latency to respond to the leading edge and mode of the distribution.
While the correspondence between the test probe and the proportion correct for positive trials (Panels A and B, respectively) and shape of the SAT function and the shape of the RT distribution is not perfect, it is nevertheless the five types of lures (Panels C and D, respectively) . For positive trials the serial position plausible to expect that conditions that show fast SAT dynamics will produce RT-distribu-of the test probe significantly (a Å 0.05) impacted on mean RT [F(8,24) Å 22.06, MS e tions that have an earlier mode and leading edge. Ratcliff (1978) presented RT-distribu-Å 0.0018] and proportion correct [F(8,24) Å 10.18, MS e Å 0.0093]. Mean RT increased tions for serial positions with set sizes of 3-5 items in a probe recognition task. Although and accuracy decreased as the test probe was drawn from less recently studied serial posispecific parameter values were not reported, visual inspection of the plots suggests that the tions. As with the SAT asymptotic profiles, there was some bowing of the functions for distributions for the last serial position show an earlier mode and leading edge than other items within the first and second category. A simple linear fit of the RT and proportion corserial positions. Serial positions beyond the most recent differ from one another in terms of rect data using serial position as the single predictor accounted for 85.4% and 95.9% of the skew of the distributions. The most recent serial position is, of course, the position that the variance, respectively. Again, adding an additional predictor to code the first element Wickelgren et al. (1980) , McElree & Dosher (1989) and McElree (1993) found was associ-of each category increased the proportion of variance accounted for (89.8% and 97.9% reated with fast SAT dynamics. The current experiment examined whether the distributions spectively). However, the partial correlation of the additional predictor was marginally sigfor items from the last category differ from other items in terms of the mode and leading nificant in the proportion correct data [t(6) Å 2.41, p Å .053] but non-significant in the RT edge. If the last category is active in awareness such that test probes be can directly matched data [t(6) Å 1.54, n.s.]. Although lures that were members of the categories on the list against the contents of awareness, then the RT-distributions for these items should show (1N, 2N, 3N ), as well as recent negatives (RN), yielded slightly longer RTs and lower an earlier leading edge and mode than the distributions for items that require additional re-accuracy than distant negatives, these differences were not significant. However, given the trieval operations. low number of subjects, a test of means has edge and mode. That is, the distributions for serial positions 7-9 are shifted to left relative little statistical power.
RT distributions. To examine how the shape to the distributions for serial positions 1-6 and the former are more condensed than the of the RT-distribution varied as a function of the serial position of the positive probes, RT-latter.
To quantify these differences, Equation 5 distributions were constructed for each serial position by defining 15 equal-probability bins was fit to each of the nine distributions for the group data and the individual subject's data. and adjusting the width of the respective bins. This procedure yields more stable estimates Table 2 lists the m, s, and t parameter estimates for the group and individual subject's than does the alternative method of defining equal-intervals and calculating response fre-data. The solid diamonds in Figure 8 show the predicted probability density for each serial quency within each interval (see Ratcliff, 1979) . The distributions were constructed for position based on the parameter estimates for the group data. individual subjects, and a group (average) distribution was constructed by vincentized aver-
The compression of the RT-distributions for serial positions 7-9, the last category, evident aging (Ratcliff, 1979) . Figure 8 shows the group distributions in Figure 8 was clearly reflected in the fits of the ex-Gaussian model to the group and individual (bars) for each of the 9 serial positions. Visual inspection of the distributions suggests that subject data. Figure 9 plots the ex-Gaussian parameter estimates for the group data. With a judgments of items from the last category were indeed associated with an earlier leading few small reversals (e.g., serial position 3 in the Table 2. group data), the parameter s, the variance of the than the distributions for judgements of the items from the first categories. Gaussian component in Equation 5, increased as the test probe was drawn from less recently studThe pattern seen in the group data is reflected in the data from all four subjects. Alied positions. The parameters m, the mean of the Gaussian, and t, the rate of the exponential, though there are some modest discrepancies (likely reflecting parameter tradeoffs), there is also show a trend to increase with less recent study positions. However, both parameters show a clear breakpoint seen in the m and the t parameter estimates for serial positions 7-9 a clear breakpoint between serial position 7 and serial position 6. In the case of m, although there and positions 1-6 in all cases. The consistency of the pattern is impressive given that are modest differences among the m parameter estimates for serial positions 7-9, these differ-each serial position was independently fit, with no constraints applied across the fits. ences are small in comparison to the large differences between positions 7-9 and positions 1-6. Likewise, the t parameter is approximately GENERAL DISCUSSION constant for serial positions 7-9 and is much Empirical Summary lower for positions 7-9 than for positions 1-6. These fits indicate that the RT-distributions for
The response-signal SAT procedure provides measures of asymptotic accuracy, the judgments of items from the last category on the list have an earlier mode and are less skewed overall probability of recognition, and re- a Adjusted-R 2 value represents fits of all 9 serial position using a separate m, s, and t for each distribution (27 parameters for 126 data points).
trieval dynamics or speed. Experiment 1 dem-or the number of items intervening between study and test. This general pattern is consisonstrated that both recognition speed and recognition accuracy are affected by recency. tent with simple forgetting models (e.g., Wickelgren & Norman, 1966;  McElree & However, recency does not impact on recognition speed and accuracy in the same manner. Dosher, 1989) in which recency affects the strength of an item's representation in memSave for a small effect of the categorical structure of the list, recognition accuracy continu-ory. The categorical structure of the list slightly perturbed this trend by producing ously declined with the time since study and/ tern is consistent with classes of models in which strength differences engender differences in both mean RT and RT-accuracy (e.g., McElree & Dosher, 1989; Murdock & Dufty, 1972; Ratcliff, 1978) . Differences in retrieval speed, estimated by SAT dynamics, will also impact on mean RT and perhaps RT-accuracy. For example, McElree & Dosher (1989) found that SAT asymptotes predicted mean RT for conditions that differ in asymptote only, but systematically overestimated mean RT for conditions that were also associated with a faster SAT rate.
Given that mean RT represents a mixture of strength-based effects and retrieval speed effects, the dichotomy in SAT between retrieval speed for the last category and all oth- butions, however, showed that judgments concerning items from the last category yielded distributions that were tightly compressed around a mode that was substantially earlier small within-category bowed serial position profiles.
than the mode for judgments of items from other categories. Hence, as with other comparIn contrast, recognition speed, estimated by SAT dynamics, did not continually decline ison of SAT and RT-distributions (Dosher, 1984; McElree & Dosher, 1993) , SAT dynamwith recency, but rather showed a dichotomous pattern in which items from the last cate-ics differences were reflected in the leading edge and mode of the RT-distribution. gory were associated with a fast retrieval rate and all items from other categories were assoRetrieving Categorized Structures ciated with another, slower retrieval rate. This dichotomy has been demonstrated in other re- Wickelgren et al. (1980) argued that a fast rate for the last item processed results from a lated SAT studies (Dosher, 1981; McElree & Dosher, 1989; ; Wickelgren et matching process in which the encoded recognition probe is directly matched to the current al., 1980). However, in prior cases the fast retrieval rate has been restricted to the last test contents of awareness. When an item is active in awareness, retrieval processes are not item when no other items intervened between study and test. Here, the retrieval advantage needed to restore the item to active processing.
Items outside the current focus of attention was shown to extend beyond the last study item to encompass other items that were mem-require a retrieval operation to enter into active processing. The slower SAT dynamics bers of the same semantic category.
In the RT task, mean RT increased and pro-associated with these items is interpretable as the time to retrieve an item from outside the portion correct decreased when the test probe was drawn from less recently studied serial focus of active processing. Residual activation resulting from recent processing of an item no positions. Both measures appropriately mirror the pattern seen in the SAT asymptotes. The longer within the current scope of attention plausibly controls the probability of restoring SAT asymptote reflects the strength of an item's representation in memory. The RT pat-an item to active processing, and hence will be reflected in the SAT asymptote. Residual an architecture that consists of a central executive-an attentional control system-that exactivation does not, however, appear to affect the speed of retrieval.
ecutes and coordinates processes that operate on two slave systems, namely a visuospatial For lists with categorical structures, the retrieval advantage extends to the last category sketch pad for the formation and maintenance of visuospatial images and a phonological processed rather than the last item. This extended retrieval advantage is likely a conse-loop for the formation and maintenance of verbal (speech-based) information. One extenquence of using the category structure to code items into a semantic chunk that in turn serve sion of this approach to the current work would be to argue that those representations as the focus of active processing. Independent support for semantic coding based on category that are associated with fast retrieval speeds are just those that the central executive has structure is evidenced by the finding of (albeit modest) effects of category structures on selected for current processing. Indeed, Baddeley (1993) has recently argued that the cenasymptotic accuracy and by the finding of relatively high false alarm rates early in retrieval tral executive might be accurately described as ''working attention''. to lures that were member of the categories studied on the list. Aside from the extended Consideration of the Baddeley model raises the issue of whether the retrieval advantage retrieval advantage, there was no indication that the retrieval of categorized structures in-could be due to explicit rehearsal of items from the last category on the list. Baddeley duced a type of retrieval process distinct from the parallel or direct-access mechanism that (1986) argues that short-term verbal tasks, such as the probe recognition task, are medihas been argued to mediate retrieval from less structured material. SAT and RT measures for ated by a verbal component of WM that consists of a phonological store and a phonologicategorized lists show a pattern comparable to other analyses of item recognition (e.g., cal rehearsal mechanism. The function of the latter is to maintain and refresh items in the McElree & Dosher, 1989; Wickelgren et al., 1980) . In particular, there fast-decaying phonological store. [Baddeley, Lewis & Vallar (1984) argued that auditorily was no evidence to indicate that items within a category or the categories themselves were presented digits decayed within 1 or 2 seconds.] Items that showed a retrieval advantage scanned with a serial mechanism. may be just those items that were within the WM Architectures rehearsal loop at test time. (See Seamon & Wright (1976) for an examination of the efSeveral theorists (e.g., Anderson, 1983; Conway & Engle, 1994; Cowan, 1988 Cowan, , 1995 ; fects of rehearsal strategies on RT in a probe recognition task.) Engle, 1995) have suggested that WM consists of activated long-term memory structures, a A rehearsal-based explanation of the current results is not inconsistent with the claim subset of which form the current focus of attention. The finding of a retrieval advantage that a subset of items remains within the current focus of attention, for rehearsal represents that extends to the last semantic category on a list and the associated RT-distributional pat-nothing other than active processing. However, rehearsal is likely only one type of cogterns provide temporal data that support an architectural distinction between attended and nitive operation that could effectively maintain items within the scope of attention. Morenon-attended memory representations. However, the data may also be consistent with over, it is questionable whether a rehearsalbased explanation is fully compatible with the other WM architectures that draw a similar distinction.
studies reported here as well as related studies such as Wickelgren et al. (1980) . First, the Baddeley and colleagues (Baddeley & Hitch, 1974; Baddeley, 1986) have proposed retention interval used in the current work was
